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Safer Internet Day 2020, Tusday 11 February
To share thoughts and tips to help children and young people have a safe and positive time online.
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Avoid negative impact of Technology
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Our Safer Internet Day Board
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Cyberbullying
Let`s �ght it together!

Cyberbullying
eTwinning Projects tarafından

YOUTUBE
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Safer Internet Day 
It is inevitable to live without internet in the era we lived in.But
sometimes we forget that we are the creators of internet and
related devices.Therefore we should not let it enslave us.We
should use it consciously not addictively.
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Meliha Üstündağ
In this century,it is realy impossible to live without internet.In
every part of our life it takes its place.We connect with people
wherever they are.We solve time-wasting daily routine activities
like paying our bills,reach every information in seconds,shopping
without going out,learn and get certi�cates from home,have fun
with diverse applications etc.But sometimes We forget that We
are the creators of technology and let it enslave us.We should do
something for not being slave of it and show the new generation
that we dont need to be addicted, We should use it to make our
life easy and for our self development.
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Safer Internet Day
Yes, the internet is perfect place for human. You can �nd
everything or everybody easily but you must be careful when
you use it. How is it safely? this question is very important...

Thanks for sharing ! ― M.JOSE GARCİA GARCİA-SAAVEDRA
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María José, Health VET_Teacher Valencia
The internet is a brilliant place to connect with others, to be
creative and to discover new things.
But it is essential to take care of yourself and to use the internet
safely, responsibly and positively. 
https://swg�.org.uk/stage/higher-education/

Resources for 11-19s
The internet is a brilliant place to
connect with others, to be creative and
to discover new things. Here you will find
films, games, quizzes and advice to help
you to use the internet safely,
responsibly and positively.
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